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PEER RECEIVES KUHN KRAUSE VALUE ‘D’ TOP SUPPLIER AWARD

WAUKEGAN, IL. – (March 8, 2013) – PEER Bearing, a leading provider of highly engineered, precision bearing products announced today that it has received the Kuhn Krause 2012 Value ‘D’ Top Supplier Award. The award honors suppliers who demonstrate excellence in Quality, Delivery, Strategy, Product Innovation and Partnership. Suppliers were recognized at the 10th Annual Supplier Appreciation Day in September.

Kuhn Krause, located in Hutchinson, Kansas, is a producer of high quality agricultural equipment and leader in the development and manufacturing of innovative tillage and grain drilling equipment. Products include tillage tools for seedbed preparation, disc harrows and packers, field cultivators, chisel plows, disc/coulter chisels and a complete line of mechanical seed drills. Kuhn Krause was formed in May 2011 when KUHN Group acquired Krause Corporation, extending the company’s product line and increasing its reach to a global market.

PEER Bearing, located in, Waukegan, IL, is a manufacturer and global supplier of reliable ball and roller bearing solutions to target industries. Our Target Industries served are: agricultural, distribution, electrical, fluid, industrial transmission, material handling and on and off highway. PEER employs over 1,600 people with offices in Brazil, China, Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom and the United States. PEER is an award winning supplier dedicated to reliable and cost-effective bearing solutions.
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